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I was away recently judging and a fellow judge from one of the Eastern countries spoke with me about judging in the UK. 

The mystery to him was why is it so difficult to judge in the UK? “Don’t they want outside opinions?” he asked in a 

genuine and bemused voice. It was not something I could answer. It is a question I would also like answered. On 

January 1 2016 the so-called FCI agreement comes into effect and I must ask how long will it last?  

  There seems much discontent here in Britain about the so-called ‘opening up’ of the borders to allow anyone to judge. 

It all sounds a little like the EU argument by a different name. They will all be coming here to gain experience and cheap 

unworthy champions will be the result; a little like the argument that skilled tradespeople from the eastern countries will 

take work away from British trades’ people. Just what are people scared of? Is it competition for appointments? Is it a 

fear that the status quo and even spread of CC awards will be broken? There must be underlying fears otherwise there 

would be no concerns. If cheap unworthy champions is the argument then maybe people should take a step back and 

look again. These arguments are put out there on some naive premise that there has never been a case of bad judging 

or cheap champions by ‘our’ judges. 

  Let’s turn that very same argument to the so-called flood of tradespeople who have come to this country and are now 

very much the tradespeople of choice. This is because in a free market where choice is not restricted to a chosen few, 

the customer is able to make a decision which suits them best. They are no longer forced to pay what some may see as 

inflated prices for often poor workmanship. They are also able to expect work to be completed in a decent time frame. 

The very same argument could be said about dog shows and judging. A bigger more open choice of judges will surely 

lead to better outcomes for the majority of exhibitors (customers). Time will tell of course. If the FCI agreement is allowed 

to work, in time it will be a huge benefit and a sign of progress in the UK scene. The careful selection of judges who are 

new to these shores, this means judges from all over Europe and not just the so-called safe judges from Scandinavia, 

will ultimately improve the quality of British dogs. 

  

Power bases 

One of the real objections about the agreement comes from the breed clubs of course, because it takes away their little 

power bases. Not all breed clubs are to be put into this group but certainly an unhealthy amount of them exist. Let me 

highlight this by my own personal experience. When I moved to the UK I wrote to a certain breed club and asked to be 

considered for their judging list and outlined that I had been approved for many years and done a club specialty in 

Sydney with an entry equal in number to any show held here and also that I had done a specialty of the breed in Finland 
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with a similar entry plus of course numerous other assignments. The letter came back congratulating me with a place to 

the breed’s C list. 

  It was clear to me that this club was not having some foreigner come here and expecting to be judging their breed 

without knowing what I would do. They expected me to join the beginner’s ranks and start with classes at open shows 

from the C list. I was not expecting an A3 listing but certainly a B list. This is just the attitude that some breed clubs have 

towards outsiders and remains at the heart of the resistance to the FCI agreement. Just as the local tradespeople 

spread rumours about the shoddy foreigner’s work, while clever people realise that these people have lots to offer and 

start to employ them, the same will happen with these new judges, many of whom have huge experience and with that 

experience they bring new eyes and an unbiased view to the dogs. 

  Exhibitors are crying out for fresh new eyes and those with the winning dogs should have no fear at all. This is a real 

opportunity to bury the endless talk about back scratching and ticket swapping. Over time the best dogs will always 

surface and likewise the poor judges will be found out. 

  This is not a revolution; it is simply catch-up time for the UK. The rest of the world has been a free and open market for 

judges and exhibitors for years. Let us not forget that an agreement is something between two or more parties. It must 

work for both sides. There needs to be as much give as there is taking and previously the FCI gave a big hand by 

making our top judges, FCI all-rounders. In return FCI judges got very little back. The agreement 

failed because the KC and the show scene did not see things fairly. This new agreement is a final bid for some degree of 

equality a last attempt to level the playing field and accept that one system of judges’ approval is not superior to another. 

What matters is ability and respect, no matter how the licence is given. 

  

Hypocritical 

It’s interesting to note that no FCI judge would dare judge a breed that they were not approved for. To do so would result 

in serious penalty, maybe suspension. Yet for decades British judges have been free under KC rules to judge whatever 

they want outside the UK, justified by the so-called huge open show experience. Taking on breeds which they were not 

approved for at home. Yet when a qualified and FCI approved judge wants to judge in the UK the very same people 

would call for endless evidence via the questionnaire and in many cases say “not good enough” for approval. 

  This whole issue once again comes back to the curse of numbers. Visiting judges’ questionnaires failed in most cases 

because they could not provide evidence of numbers. This was not because they had not judged the dogs but simply 

that they kept no records. The Scandinavians have very clever kennel clubs which keep and record all judges’ numbers 

but no other countries do this. It’s a little like saying you need to keep a life-long diary of your driving hours just in case 

one day you are asked to drive in Britain. The sooner the KC abandons the unmonitored fixation with keeping numbers 

the better. Surely there is more pride in claiming the most rigorous training programme of judges instead of the 

unmonitored system now of adding numbers until your goal is reached. 
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Michelle Kaye-Ackroyd ·  

B.s.y 

I'm sure I'll be massively unpopular for having an opinion, However I think in the face of fairness this deserves a chance 

to work, Showing is very political and as an observer of a few breeds I have found it astonishing how people can predict 

what the judge will do before they start, I've heard reasons given and never has a reason been that a said dog is far 

superior. 

Judges from over seas give everyone an equal chance, gives a chance for changes to the set fixtures we otherwise see 

and I look forward to seeing how it shakes things up. 
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Glan Clwyd 
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i would imagine that most people would welcome this change as it would be a breath of fresh air a new beginning as it 

were i am sure that to have a much larger pool of judges could alow the disolutioned show people to return this could 

also attract new exhibitors which most breeds desperately need.....unfourtunately there will be some exhibiters who will 

be oposed and posibly walk away..... 
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